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Abstract
In the present era, media fragmentation and proliferation has directed advertisers’ interest in developing more effective
ways to communicate with consumers resulting in a new concept of promotion named as product placement.

In this research,researchers tried to identify the different factors that affectthe effectiveness and impact of the product
placements in movies by identifying the relationship between the type of placement and the brand recall of respondents;
whether realism of the movie is affected by real brand placements; if product placements affect change of consumer’s
attitude for purchase towards the placed products. The paper will identify the economic perspective in relation to
investments and returns to the company investing in promoting the products in such movies. The study uses experimental
design and samples of 124 undergraduate and post graduate students. It was identified that product placements in films
do have an effect on the realism of the film.

The main findings and conclusions of this research maintain that the prominence of a product placement in a film affects
the consumers’ ability to recognize the placed product. The more prominent a placement is in a film, the greater the
likelihood that consumers will recognize it. Recommendations based on the findings also have been provided such as
focusing upon auditory product placements should be enhanced as it is recalled easily since high plot connection
placement may not take place in every movie.

INTRODUCTION:
Who doesn't recall melodies like Munnibadnam from Dabangg and Fevicol in Dabangg 2 where the products
were so subtly set in the tune that it was not irritating as some direct advertisements have a tendency to be. As
was the situation of BMW cruisers in Dhoom-3, Mahindra Scooters in3 idiots, Castrol in Tara Rum Pum, Tide
in Chupke and various others which were setting related and did not resemble as an explicit advertisement.

Individuals tend to skip commercials or swing to different channels. It is a push procedure where the product
is being pushed utilizing celebrity endorsement. It goes under the ambit of direct promoting. Today there has
been a move from firms to customers. Indirect marketing has turned out to be more powerful with changing
patterns like advancing of web and web-based social networking and TV's with the facility to record and
watch demonstrates where the clients can avoid the immediate ads.

Product placement is an advertising methodology where-in the products or items aredelicate,precisely and
craftlypromoted in the motion picture or other media like TV and so on as a rule through appearance, verbal
reference, suggestion or utilize. The media company is paid by the product organization for the same. A
successful item or effective product placements in motion pictures is indirect showcasing where the film is
choosenby audience viewership, so it is more similar to a force methodology or pulls strategy. Product
positioned can be arranged extensively into three kinds: Active, Passive and Hyperactive.

The idea of item arrangement has just put an awesome stamp for business or is built up one in Hollywood yet
has likewise been indicating great nearness in Bollywood film. The principal case of item arrangement in
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Hindi Cinema goes route back to 1955, where in the Shre.420, Coca-Cola who is constantly ahead in the
amusement publicizes its item as we see a major pennant of Coca-Cola when the hero enters the city of
dreams Mumbai, different occasions incorporate the utilization of Rajdoot Motorcycles in the motion picture
Bobby,1975. however, the strategy got its real presence with the motion picture Taal, 1999 where the
fundamental characters of the motion picture are seen broadly utilizing coke in their discussions separated
from drinking the item. The Coke is said to have supposedly paid INR 200,000 for the arrangement.

In the current years, Bollywood has a seen some decent examples of product placement. Connecting
makemytrip.com with the stream of the motion picture regarded see in YehJawani Hai Diwani, in Don 2 we
see Shahrukh Khan utilizing Tag Huer watches, Castrol in Tara rum pum, Syska in Piku advises how it makes
life simple with the assistance of its energy bank and Bluetooth gadgets quietly, utilization of Cannon cameras
by Anushka Sharma in Jab takhaijaan, Bournvita and Avon Cycles in Koi Mil Gaya and some more. Sunsilk
in the film 2 States demonstrates a decent case where the product is integerated in the background.

There have been cases where the item is integral to the storyline, for example, the Maruti Ertiga in Mere father
kiMaruti. There has been a pattern in Bollywood films to get the brand ambassador utilizing (referring to) the
product in the motion picture. Shahrukh Khan who was additionally the brand represetative of NOKIA
discussed the highlights of NOKIA LUMIA for a moment or two in his motion picture Chennai Express, Hero
Honda bicycles were utilized by HrithikRoshan in KabhiKhushiKabhiGham.

TYPES OF PRODUCT PLACEMENTS:
AUDITORY PLACEMENTS:
It is also known as script placements and it occurs when an actor refers the name of a brand in his/ her
dialogue during the movie. It is not essential that the brand is shown as well.

 Eg: Hrithik’ s character in the movie ‘Koi Mil Gaya’ repeatedly refers to bournvita.
Visual Placements: visual placements are also called screen placements and can be in the following 3 forms:

a. Just a logo/ insignia presentation.

b. Visual imagery.

 Eg. In Dabangg 2 movie use of astropipe can be seen while the fight takes place between an actor and its
enemies.

 Anushka Sharma works for discovery channel in the movie “Jab Tak Hai Jaan”
 c. Actual product used where the product is shown used by the actor/ actress, for example, in the film

Wake Up Sid the actor is shown enjoying a can of pepsi and he is also shown working on an apple laptop.

 Plot Connections: it refers to the degree to which the brand is integrated intoa lot of the story. It can be of
two types:

a. Low plot- here the degree of integration is low that is the product is merely mentioned once or has a brief
appearance.

b. High plot- here the product becomes the central part of the plot like coca-cola in the movie Taal or when
the character is clearly defined by the brand, for example, James Bond with his Aston Matin. Or the
vehicle used that is bike Hayabusa in Dhoom 2.

Eg BMW used in Dhoom 3.

The effectiveness of auditory placements depends on the context in which the brand is mentioned, the
frequency with which it is mentioned and the emphasis on the brand name through the tone of the voice, place
in the dialogue and character speaking at the time. The impact of the visual placements depends on the
number of appearances on the screen, the style of the camera shot for the product, the importance of the scene
or its ability to engage audiences.
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LITERATUREREVIEW
RikuKaijanseinnko (2003) in his study found that product placement Is a viable and efficient marketing
communications method and the communications environment is dominated by high- involvement products
rather than low- involvement processing products as is generallythought. The author suggested that the
practice of product placement for marketers is simultaneously risky, unpredictable, and uncontrollable but also
potentially rewarding, different, and contemporary.

Prof. Tapan Panda in his study highlighted the basic reasons for placing products and brands in films. He
proposed a category of placements that can be used by brand marketers to put their brands in the films. The
study revealed that explicitly mentioned brands have higher recall and recognition rates than brands which
remain in the background and so the type of product placement is significant, irrespective of the brand is well
known or lesser known.(Panda, 2004)

Ming-tiem Tsai, Wen-ko Liang and Mei-Ling Liu (2006) in their research paper came to the conclusions that:
Higher brand awareness results in a greater recall rate, more positive attitude  and a stronger intention of
buying-the advertised product; when brand awareness is high, a positive attitude towards the movie script
leads to a higher recall rate; regardless of brand awareness, attitude towards the movie script does not
influence the intention of buying; whether brand awareness is high or low, audience’s attitude towards the
actor does influence the Advertising effect of the product placed in the movie and individuals with different
life-styles to have different attitudes toward product placement.(Tsai, Liang, & Liu, 2006)

Caitlin Anderson (2006) in his paper found that brands are manipulated because product corporations do not
wish to be affiliated with messages from movies and television shows, or because the product is being
portrayed in a defamatory light. The study demonstrates that minor changes did are not significant enough to
cause the viewer to realize that he or she is seeing something other than an authentic brand but lesser known
brands do not gain much especially if the placement is subtle.(Anderson, 2006)

NopamartNuangthong (2007) in his study measured the effectiveness of product placements on the AIDA
model. The study found that the various types of product placements had little effect on the respondents but
the “creativeactualproductused” was most effective and the product placements were most effective on the
“interest” level of AIDA model. (NUANGTHONG, 2007)

DLR van der Waldt, LS Du Toit and R Redelinghuys (2007)  Centered upon whether branded product
positioning in movies improves or increase realism and recognition of the products by shoppers? These goals
were tried by the survey, conveyed to 220 undergrad respondents in the age section of 18 to 24 years.
Respondents were presented with film stimuli containing product positionings and from that point were
required to finish the survey at a college in Pretoria. A conclusion drawn from the discoveries was that item
positions in films do affect the authenticity and realism of the film. Marked items put in films are thought to
infuse a feeling of realism into the film. It was additionally reasoned that items/product placed in movies
provoked brand acknowledgment or recognition among respondents.(DLR van der Waldt, 25 may 2007)

Subhadip Roy and Saurabh Bhattacharya (2007) in their study concluded that both the modes visual and
verbal mode has been an essential part for product placement in Bollywood movies and sometimes both the
modes are present at the same time. Also, products ranging from low involvement fast moving consumer
goods (FMCG) to high involvement products such as automobiles have been placed in movies. They
highlighted the various placements and their forms in the chosen movies. From a sample of the top box
office grosser, the study has used content analysis to identify the products/brands placed and the way
they have been placed in the movies.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY :
OBJECTIVES
The main objective of the study is to identify the factors affecting the effectiveness of the product placements
in movies and how they impact it.
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The following are the specific objectives of the study:
 To identify the relationship between the type of placement and the recall of the brands by viewers
 To find the effect of real brand placements on the realism of a movie
 To know whether product placements affect the consumer’s attitude towards the placed products.

DATABASE
The study is based on primary data which has been collected with the help of a questionnaire. The reason for
going for the questionnaire to collect the data was that the sample was taken only had students pursuing
various professional courses and so they are an educated lot and thus, can easily understand the questions
asked and answer them. The students were taken from universities in Jammu region because the universities
have students from all over the country and it is a residential university and so it was easier to get the
questionnaires filled from the students. Therefore the sampling was convenient sampling.
Sampling Frame- students studying at Shri Mata Vaishno Devi University, Jammu University and enrolled in
the 3 professional courses, that are, M.B.A, B.Tech and B. Arch that means undergraduate and postgraduate.
Sample Size- 124(Total=150, Considered-124)
Sampling source- Universities in Jammu Region; Shri Mata Vaishno Devi University, Jammu University.
Sampling Technique- convenient sampling.
Measurement technique- questionnaire.
Method of Analysis- frequency distribution, mean.
Software used for analysis- SPSS software.

CONSTRUCTION OF SCHEDULES AND DATA COLLECTION
The factors involved in shaping the effectiveness of product placements were identified and analyzed by a
series of questions.To develop a comprehensive questionnaire, literature related to different factors involved
in shaping the effectiveness of product placements was reviewed. Before the questionnaire, a pilot survey was
carried out on 10 students. With few deletions and additions, the final questionnaire was developed. The
incomplete responses of students were excluded from the study. There were different types of questions in the
questionnaire like some of them were open ended and some were close ended. One question was of the Likert
type of scale that was used to identify whether the presence of real brands has any effect on a film’s realism.
Some of the questions were close ended which represent a number of movies watched approximately in a
month, movie inspired a purchase, desire for products shown in movies increased brand awareness through
movies. Questions used aided and unaided recall and one tested aided recognition of students for certain
product placements in the chosen films. The films which have been chosen are on the basis of the fact that
these films have had a good collection at the box office. Few may not have had a good sound at the box office
but the movies must have shown the adverse product or brand placement in the movie.

METHODOLOGY
Various tools of analysis have been employed depending on different objectives of the study. Statistical
Package for Social Science (SPSS) version 15.0 for windows has been used to perform the statistical
analysis.The method used is Frequency distribution to examine the demographic characteristics, product
placements that were mostly recalled and recognized and thepopularity of the product shown in movies. The
other method was mean that was used to find out the average response of students for the relevance of product
placements and its effect on the product’s image and mean value was used to find out the average response of
students for the relevance of product placements and its effect on the product’s image.

INTERPRETATION:
The students falling in the age group of 18-21 and 22- 25 years constitute the majority of the sample. Around
40 percent students are doing their Post-Graduationwhereas 60 percent student are those who areunder
graduate.The number of movies most students watch fall in the range of 1-5 followed by the range of 6-10
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further exceeding between 30-35.Respondent included around 70% students who watch both Hindi and
English movies because most are from Hindi speaking states or J&K where Hindi is widely spoken. Only 17%
of the students watch only Hindi or only 13% of them watch English movies owing to their personal interests
and to some extent cultural and language differences evidently seen in India.

BRAND RECOGNITION: Here the survey was done in which name of the movies and a specific product
placed in the movie was given. Respondent had to recognize the movie and product/brand placed.  Brands
such as Royal Enfield (ZindagiNa MilegiDobara) and places like Singapore could be recognized by around
70% of the respondents. Brands like “Sony Vaio” laptop (Bodyguard)could be easily matched. Here
interpretations also deny the fact that more product/item is shown in the movie or more is the product
visibility more it is likely to be a product placement success for the advertisers.; but here is the case of
carErtigafocused on the movie “Mere Dad Ki Maruti” to a large extent but yet only 35%respondents
couldrecognize the product placement of Ertiga in the movie. Various factors such as the movie did not see
the blockbuster hit, the absence of a famous celebrity in the movie, unawareness of the release of the movie is
the result for low recognition rate despite being placed in a relatively latest movie as compared to others. Even
though the placement is an example of High Plot Connection but couldn’t be recognized.

The recognition rate of “Nokia Lumia” in the movie “Chennai Express” is seen to be maximum 84% because
of a combination of both auditory and visual placement of the product at the same time. Brand such as Dior,
Louis Vuitton could be mostly recognized by a female section of the respondents.

Brand Recall: Here the research has been done on the basis of aided and unaided recall. The respondents were
shown with clips of thefew movies and were asked to recall the product or brand in the movie. Movies such as
3 idiots and Wake Up Sid was considered and products mostly recalled from the movie 3 idiots were Volvo
XC 90, Ladakh standing in the second position further followed by airtel and kinetic were recalled by
maximium of the respondents.Volvo XC 90 is seen for the maximum time in the movie. Thus is the best
example of High Plot Connection, Airtel, on the other hand,had its ringtone/ tune used in a very important
scene where the protagonist calls his ex- classmate and as soon as he calls him and the other actor answers the
mystery of PhunsukWangudu is revealed. Kinetic was recalled by mostly girls as it had a good amount of
Visual placement in the form of Actual product used in the movie. Ladakh recalled by maximum respondents
is also seen as a high plot connection because in the complete movie actors had to reach to a particular
destination and hence it was Ladakh and also the place had been mentioned more than once in the movie.
“Wake Up Sid” could recall brand/product placed witha recognition rate of apple being the highest followed
by Mercedes and then brands like Pepsi, Nikon which could not show much of the response.

Unaided Recall of movies like Dhoom 2 could recall only Bikes such as Hayabusa,Yamaha from majority of
the respondents and further could recall Coca Cola not a higher but lower level indicating that the product
integrated with the story line is mostly recalled which also includes recalling “ford accord”in the movie Jannat
by most of the respondents.

Further questions were asked on the desire and actual purchasing of the product which indicated that since the
age group included (18-26)years so most of the respondents desired to purchase the product(71%) after
watching the movie but when it comes to purchasing the product the countability of respondent sharply
decreased to 31%. The reason could be low purchasing power or product placements of high valuable
products such as vehicle etc. which could not be affordable.  A very similar respond could be seen when asked
about if the respondent had seen peer groups purchasing which could see only 32% of purchase from the
reference group after watching a movie.

Brand Awareness
In the research, a question regarding the awareness of brand for the first time after watching a movie was
asked by the respondents?

58% have come to know about the brand/product for the first time. Some of the brands found were the brands
which include Louis Vuitton, Dior, Gucci, Parada, etc, thus reflecting that Product placement in movies has
helped advertisers to enhance Brand Awareness among people with respondents having different brands
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mentioned. Further research was done on what products is the maximum purchase of brand or product done
resulting in apparels (29%) followed by shoes(18%), automobile(13%), accessories(11%), toys (11%) etc. it
also included sunglasses and jewelley.Thus from this, we can examine where awareness of Brand is highly
required. Moreover, it has been interperated that 94% respondent feel that fevicol as a product wouls have
lead to the higher sale of the product after the release of the song “fevicol se” from Salman khan’s  Record
breaker movie “Dabang 2”.
The research also has sectionB which

Section B

Statement 1: I prefer to see real brands in films

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

VAR00001 124 1.00 5.00 2.0887 1.04385

The mean score for statement one is 2.0887 which indicates that most of the students prefer to see real brands
in films but they are not extremely particular about the real brand placements.

Statement 2: Films should use fictional brands rather than real brand

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

VAR00002 124 1.00 5.00 3.5968 1.08889

The mean score of the second statement shows that students do not agree with the placements of fictional
brands but are not strongly against it also. This means that they would prefer Real brands in movies but won’t
mind much if fictional brands are placed.

Statement 3: The presence of real branded products in a film makes the film more realistic

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

VAR00003 124 1.00 5.00 2.3145 .96581

Students agree to the view that real brands’ presence in a movie tends to increase its realism. The reason for
this may be that the placement helps the audiences to make a connect with the film by identifying similar
surroundings and thus helps the film to convey to the audience that it may happen in reality.

Statement 4: Films should contain only those brands which are essential to its realism

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

VAR00004 124 1.00 5.00 2.3790 1.01687

The mean score for this statement indicates that irrelevant product placement may irritate the audiences and
doubt the authenticity of the placements. Thismay in futureaffect the well-integrated placements adversely
too.
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Statement 5: The image of a brand increases if it is shown/ used in the movie by the actor/actress.

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

VAR00005 124 1.00 5.00 1.9677 .89202

Respondent agrees that use of a brand by an actor/ actress increases the brand’ s value in their eyes because
India is a country where the star is followed by their fans and Bollywood rules the trends and fashion of the
country.

FINDINGS
The major findings of the study are as follows:

 Placementtype
The type of placement has an impact on its effectiveness. The product placements mostly recalled were those
of Ladakh and Volvo XC. Both of the products were well integrated into the story. The recognition rates of
Singapore and Nokia Lumia were the highest among all the brands because these both were also well
integrated into the storyline. All these four brands were placed in the High Plot connection type of placement.
Therefore it has appeared that Plot connection type of placement is very effective. Other brands falling in this
type of placement were Airtel and kinetic which were also well recalled. The findings suggest that today
auditory type of placement is playing a huge role and is a better recall factor along with high plot connection
placement.
 Brand/Productawareness
Brand awareness also plays a role in the recall and recognition of a product and ultimately in the success of a
product placement, probably this was the reason why Maruti Suzuki Ertiga, Volkswagen beetle,and brands
like Louis Vuitton, Dior etc. scored a low recognition rate.
 Producttype
The type of products placed in a movie if is of interest to the viewers then it is bound to have a greater
influence on them like in the movie Jannat the actor says “No car, No pyaar” and yet in the next moment you
get to see actor with “Ford Accord” which has been easily recalled by maximum respondents. The same is the
case with BMW in the movie Ghajini in which actor has been shown or the new trend of riding Royal Enfield
by young female section. A product such as a tide used in movie Koi mil gaya. This further results in the
recall of the particular brand/product while purchasing.
 Brandimage
The mean scores of statement 5 and 6 (2.12) indicate that students are influenced by a brand placement in
movie and the use of a brand in a movie tends to improve the image of a brand in their eyes and they are also
motivated to possess such products as the high end products are shown are perceived to be elements of status
symbol and their possession is seen as a matter of pride. and this finding is further reinforced by the Figure
which shows that most of the students do have a desire to purchase the products shown in movies suggesting
that product placements have a wide scope in India.
 Low cost product placements
From the survey, it has been found that maximum respondents have the desire to purchase products in the
movies but yet when asked about the times they have purchased product seen in the movie is less. One
probable reason is that maximum products that attract are high value products and respondents being graduate
and undergraduate do not possess high purchasing power yet. Thus focusing on this kind of respondents the
placement of product should be focused on affordable items.
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 Gender
The gender of the student influences his/ her buying behaviour as is shown in the figure in which brand
recognition of Louis Vuitton and Dior were majorly recognized by Girls as compared to boys and and other
automobile brands in case of boys are most sought after products. Also, the purchases done in case of girls are
more of apparels and accessories and the same is in case of boys also as their most desired products are very
expensive.
 Realismandproductplacement
The mean scores of statement 1(2.08), 2(3.59), 3(2.31) suggest that viewers prefer seeing real brands in
movies and also think that they add to the realism of the film. The mean score of statement 4(2.37) further
implies that irrelevant product placements instead of contributing to the film’s realism may cause audiences to
think that deliberate endorsements are being shown.

RECOMMENDATIONS

 Type of placement and products
Companies must look for more creative ways to integrate the product with the script. Making the product a
part of the actor/ actress’s character like bournvita in ‘Koi Mil Gaya’ and Amul milk in
“BhaagMilkhaBhaag”is one option and the other is using the product in the climax scene or in simple words a
high plot connection placement. But all the placements in a movie cannot be of plot connection type so the
companies can look for ways to increase the screen exposure of the brands. A simple Visual imagery type of
placement may have a good amount of screen exposure to enhance the recall but auditory placement has a
more recall ability and so lesser known brands can go for it as a mere logo/ insignia presentation would not
work for it.
 Product placement and Genre of Movie
Products placed in the movies should be done keeping in mind the genre of the movie and the target audience.
Action movies have a higher viewership among males and so the automobile companies should look forward
to them for placing their products. Electronic gadgets can also be placed well in these kinds of movies. Low
budget meaningful movies which are popularly known as ‘Multiplex movies’ as when their trend started they
were meant for the young lot who was in search of this kind of out- of- league movies can be made target for
the high end products like electronic gadgets and chain stores restricted to select cities.  The films targeting
children will be a good shot for toy companies, health drinks, bicycles and accessories like caps, shoes; wrist
watches etc. Films like Baghban are a good choice for insurance companies. Places (country, continent, city,
state etc.) can be placed easily in any kind of movie, in fact, it is a product along which an entire storyline can
revolve, that is, it has the potential to play the central character in a movie. Therefore various tourism boards
can think of tying up with a production house or giving extra benefits and facilities to the film makers. A
commercial family movie can have many product placements whereas an art movie must consider the
relevance of the placement and so both offer different kind of opportunities to the manufacturers.

Product placement and demographic profile of viewers
It is a fact that some products engage a particular gender more than the other. This happens in case of bikes
and four wheelers, accessories etc. Different age groups have an affinity towards different kind of products
and the acceptability of a product also depends on the socio- cultural background of an individual. Therefore
companies must consider these factors before deciding to place their products.

Products apart from the regular ones which can be placed
Art is a product which can be placed effectively and the movies can be used to revive the art forms dying due
to negligence. Handicrafts, music and dance forms can get a boost from a product placement. Cultures have
been placed effectively in films like Punjabi culture in Yash Chopra movies and so in the same way different
cultures can be placed to boost tourism and to save them from dying a slow death and to make people aware
about the sensitivities of various groups and increase the awareness to counter false perceptions and
apprehensions. Social causes can be marketed with the help of movies as has been done in the past but not
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many have been successful perhaps due to unwanted interference and therefore it is important to draw a line
between the works and of the film maker and the sponsor.

CONCLUSION
Branded entertainment has emerged as a savior for manufacturers and the trend is here to continue and spread
its wings. Although branded entertainment has many forms perhaps product placements in movies has
emerged as the most potent form especially in India where film stars are followed and worshipped too.
However, the success of placements in movies depends on the degree of integration with the film. It is
important for the brand managers to first do a good homework on the target audience of the movie and then
decide to place their products. As it is known to everyone that advertisement industry demands a lot of
creativity so to keep the audience engaged product placements should also find new, creative ways to fit in the
storyline of the movie and thus appear more appealing to the audiences. Finally, it is important for both the
film maker and the marketers to work together to mutually benefit from this practice.
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